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That’s entertainment!
Behind the scenes, engineers bring the biggest shows, games and productions to life

hen most people think of
engineering, they think
of bridges and buildings.
The fact is, engineers bring their
problem-solving and technical
skills to virtually every facet of
society, including the field of
entertainment.
Although their role is often
more behind the scenes than
centre stage, engineers are a driving force in Canada’s $11-billion
entertainment industry. Their
contributions thrill and inspire
us – whether we’re engrossed in a
theatre performance, marvelling
at the spectacular effects in the
latest Hollywood film or playing
a video game.

Setting the stage

Theatres and performing arts
venues are challenging engineering projects that require
high-level expertise across
many disciplines. Clive Lacey,
P.Eng., president and mechanical
principal of Crossey Engineering
in Toronto, says these types of
buildings are unique structures
with special operating requirements that need to be carefully
considered.
“Our engineers must be strong
communicators, experts in space
mechanics, appreciate the artistic
significance of these facilities and
maximize tight budgets,” he says.
“They also have to deal with multiple stakeholders at once, some
of whom may have conflicting
technical needs.”
Crossey has worked extensively in this area, designing the
mechanical or electrical systems
(and often the architectural
lighting) for high-profile theatres
in Canada and internationally.
Theatre projects may involve
building new structures, a major
refurbishment of existing facilities or a hybrid of both.
“All theatre projects have their
own challenges as each one deals
with the need to provide heating,
ventilation and air conditioning
to complex spaces in a unique
manner,” says Mr. Lacey. “The
ventilation air must be introduced to the key performance
spaces in a way that does not
distract from the aesthetics or
introduce any undesirable background noise that disturbs the
acoustics.”
Acoustics were certainly a
consideration when Crossey was
tasked with providing the electrical design for renovations to the
Royal Conservatory of Music
building in Toronto. Wally Eley,
P.Eng., CEO and electrical principal of Crossey, says that electrical
noise and transmission had to be
mitigated to keep the very high
acoustic ratings of the new facilities intact. Crossey’s engineers
achieved this through specialized

fixtures and other equipment
used when making films.
Ms. Murdoch says the
company’s engineers combine
high-level technical expertise
with strong communication
skills and a customer-focused
approach. “Our customers are
in virtually every industry, so
our engineers need to handle a
wide variety of design challenges as they help our clients
get their products and items to
market.”

Bringing games to life

Engineers apply their technical knowledge to many aspects of the entertainment industry – from the 3-D printer used to create the Iron Man suit (top left)
and the mechanical systems at performing arts venues like the Four Seasons
Centre (top right) to the performance capture technology used in the recently
released video game Tom Clancy’s Splinter Cell Blacklist (bottom). supplied
systems of vibration control and
signal attenuation.
Energy-saving features are also
a consideration. When working
on the mechanical design for
Toronto’s Four Seasons Centre for
the Performing Arts, Crossey proposed installing blinds to reduce
the need for air conditioning in
the atrium, which would be filled
with light and therefore experience high thermal loads.
“Our calculations showed that
installing solar blinds and closing them at certain times could
reduce the amount of energy
entering the space by 67 per
cent,” says Mr. Lacey. “Based on
this discovery, we reduced the
need for mechanical loads and
maximized savings and sustainability for our client.”

Creating movie magic

Designed and used by engineers,
three-dimensional printers are

also a popular tool for filmmakers wanting to create props,
models and set pieces. At Javelin
Technologies, a provider of 3-D
design solutions and services
based in Oakville, engineers with
expertise in mechanical design,
electrical design and 3-D printing support many clients in the
entertainment field.
Lauren Murdoch, Javelin’s marketing manager, says that one of
the company’s clients, 3DPhactory, uses Javelin’s Stratasys 3D
printers to provide 3-D printing
services for the movie industry,
including props for Robocop
and The Mortal Instruments. The
company creates 3-D parts in 14
different material hardnesses
– from rubbery to rigid – using
Javelin’s jettable polymer printing technology.
Other customers rely on
Javelin’s SolidWorks 3D design
software to design props, cranes,

Engineers are also responsible
for creating the immersive
and life-like action in video
games through their work on
performance capture technology. Game developer Ubisoft
Toronto, for example, relied on
the expertise of its engineers
when developing Tom Clancy’s
Splinter Cell Blacklist, which was
released in August.
“It’s the first game we’ve
shipped from the studio,” says
Rima Brek, B.Eng., head of
technology at Ubisoft Toronto.
“Our engineers have played an
important role in bringing the
games to life.”
She says a key focus at Ubisoft Toronto is full-performance
capture – which includes the
ability to capture the face, voice
and body performance of an
actor, resulting in more realistic

and immersive storytelling.
“We tasked one of our
engineers with developing our
cinematics pipeline to support the scripted events team
on Blacklist,” Ms. Brek says.
“Thanks to the ingenuity and
close collaboration between
engineering and content
creation, we were able to create solutions that improved
efficiency for the team and enabled team members to create
extremely high-quality assets
for our game.”
She says that game development is an innovative and
growing industry that offers
exciting challenges for engineers.
“We’re finding new ways to
leverage the power in today’s
(and tomorrow’s) video game
platforms,” she says. “Gamers
are some of the most demanding software consumers in the
world and the expectations
for our engineers are high, but
that’s why it’s a labour of love.”
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Regulation and advocacy

Professional bodies collaborate
to support engineers and promote
the profession
ntario’s engineers work at
the cutting edge of technology and innovation
to make our lives better. Much of
what they do is essential to our
safety and well-being – whether
that’s ensuring that our bridges,
roads and buildings are structurally sound or that we have access
to clean water and electrical
power.
But their work also makes our
lives more fun. Without engineers, our televisions, computers
and smartphones would not exist. We would have no multiplayer
video games or the immersive experience of watching a film on the
big screen. And we would not be
able to sit under the bright lights

of a sports stadium and cheer on
our home team.
Engineering impacts virtually
every aspect of daily life, and with
this privilege comes responsibility. In Ontario, engineers are
represented by two separate
organizations that support and
promote the profession.
While Professional Engineers
Ontario (PEO) is responsible for
protecting the public interest and
upholding standards, the Ontario
Society of Professional Engineers
(OSPE) is an advocate for the
members of the profession and
their interests.
“Like the professions of medicine and law, it makes more sense
to have separate regulatory and

Paul Acchione and Annette Bergeron head up OSPE and PEO, respectively
– the two organizations that represent Ontario’s engineers. greg black

advocacy bodies,” says Annette
Bergeron, P.Eng., president
of PEO. “For the profession of
engineering, PEO and OSPE can
leverage each other to be greater
than the sum of our parts.”
PEO protects the public
interest by setting standards for
the profession and only issuing
licences to those engineers who
meet rigorous qualifications.
OSPE, on the other hand, plays
an advocacy role and is the
voice of engineers in the province. The organization fosters
dialogue with governments, industry and the public to ensure
that the expertise and insights
of professional engineers are
considered when public policy
is formed, particularly on issues
such as energy, infrastructure and
research and innovation.
“Initiatives like infrastructure
development, transit expansion
and enhancements to Ontario’s
electrical grid involve complex
engineered systems and major
public investments,” says Paul
Acchione, P.Eng., president and
chair of OSPE. “If we don’t get
things right the first time by factoring in the engineering realities,
the public ends up paying a high
price.”
Although they have distinct
roles, PEO and OSPE also collaborate on many initiatives. Along
with the high-profile annual
Ontario Professional Engineers
Awards Gala, the two groups
organize the events associated
with National Engineering Month
Ontario, co-host job fairs and collaborate on outreach to educate
the public about the profession.
Working in partnership,
PEO and OSPE are driving the
engineering profession forward,
ensuring that engineers have
the knowledge, skills and public
trust to apply their problemsolving skills in enhancing all
aspects of our lives – from the
playful to the serious.

Brian Bonnick has overseen many game-changing projects at IMAX,
including its latest venture to develop laser projection technology. supplied

profile

IMAX’s chief technology
officer creates immersive
entertainment experience
hen IMAX approached
Brian Bonnick, P.Eng., 14
years ago to help them
move from the world of analog
film into the digital domain, he
leapt at the opportunity. “At the
time, IMAX, along with SPAR
Aerospace, was a Canadian
company that had a reputation
among engineers as being a very
cool place to work.”
The chief technology officer
says his career with IMAX has had
many high points. Along with
working on the digital re-mastering technology to convert Hollywood movies to IMAX format,
Mr. Bonnick oversaw the development of the IMAX MPX theatre
system, a way of recreating the
immersive IMAX experience in a
conventional multiplex theatre.
In his current role, which he
has held since September 2011,
he leads technology, manufacturing and client support efforts for
IMAX projection systems, sound
systems and filmmaking.

Mr. Bonnick is currently
overseeing IMAX’s largest R&D
project to date – the introduction
of laser projection technology.
“We’re doing things that have
never been done before,” he says.
“It’s both incredibly exciting and
very challenging. Some of the
images simply defy belief. And
although the technical issues
can be stressful, engineers like
nothing more than a good challenge and finding solutions to
problems.”
Looking back on his career, he
applauds the telecom companies he worked for early on who
offered education programs and
training. This enabled him to
learn and work in several different fields, which he says has
made a significant difference to
his career. “I was able to develop
skill sets and first-hand experience in many disciplines, which
serves me well in the position
I’m in now as I support my team
to be successful.”

Regulating Professional Engineering
Serving and Protecting the Public

We:
• license professional
engineers (P.Eng.)
• grant temporary, limited
and provisional licences
• authorize companies to
provide engineering
services
We set
standards
of practice

To practise
professional
engineering,
you must
be licensed.
It’s the law!

Through complaints and discipline,
we hold licence holders accountable
for their engineering work
Visit us at www.peo.on.ca

Great people. Great projects.
When you’re looking for a career move, you want to work with a
company that values your skills, rewards your efforts, and gives you a
unique opportunity to deliver projects that everyone else dreams about.
That company is Hatch. We’re a Canadian success story, working
on projects around the world in the mining & metals, energy and
infrastructure sectors.
We’re engineers. We’re consultants.
We’re project and construction managers.
And we’re all writing the next chapter
in Hatch’s legacy of excellence.
Learn more about us
at www.hatch.ca
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maximum fun

Ryerson’s THRILL Lab keeps an eye on
safety so amusement park riders can focus on fun
r. Kathryn Woodcock gets
to go on roller coasters and other amusement rides and call it work. As a
Ryerson University professor in
the School of Occupational and
Public Health, a professional
engineer and a Canadian certified
professional ergonomist, she
doesn’t always list “rider” as her
first title, but she does admit to
enjoying “the chance to see the
rider’s eye view – for science, of
course!”
She’s also director of Ryerson’s
THRILL (Tools for Holistic Ride
Inspection Learning and Leadership) Lab, which studies how
“human factors engineering”
(that is, how people interact
with other elements of a system)
can improve amusement rides.
The lab also assesses how safety
inspectors evaluate and inspect
rides.
Dr. Woodcock’s interest in rides
developed from her research into
safety management, when she
learned about amusement ride
safety inspectors’ concern for human factors. Now she advises ride
manufacturers, theme park corporations and regulators on topics like operation interface design

“The measure of the
design engineer’s
success is when we have
maximum participation
and maximum ‘fun’ is
produced.”
Kathryn Woodcock
is a Ryerson University professor
in the School of Occupational
and Public Health, a professional
engineer and a Canadian certified
professional ergonomist

and patron-centred design. She
also takes students behind the
scenes at events like Toronto’s
Canadian National Exhibition to
shadow ride inspectors and learn
about the amusement ride technology. Back at the THRILL Lab,
a new full-motion simulator allows researchers to create virtual
rides and experiment with rider
responses.
Although safety is the top
concern for Dr. Woodcock and
her colleagues, they know that
the best way to entice riders to
follow security procedures is to
create rides where safety doesn’t
get in the way of a good time.
“Guests respond to the ride they
experience, not the ride that is
described on the warning sign,
so we are examining how the
ride experience can be manipulated to convince the guests that
the safer way to interact with
the ride is also the one that best
meets their needs for sensation
and social interaction,” she says.
Put another way, the THRILL
Lab’s focus on safety allows
riders to remain focused, well,
on the thrill. “Amusement
attractions are like any other
manufacturing system, except

Engineers like Dr. Kathryn Woodcock bring their technical know-how to
amusement park rides – making them more fun, without sacrificing safety.
supplied

the product being manufactured
is human experience, and the
consumer is a component of the
system, not just raw material
to be shaped into ‘fun,’” says

Dr. Woodcock. “The measure of
the design engineer’s success is
when we have maximum participation and maximum ‘fun’ is
produced.”

professional engineers gold medal winner
Michael V. Sefton Sc.D., P.Eng.
University Professor, Chemical Engineering and Applied Chemistry and Institute
of Biomaterials and Biomedical Engineering, University of Toronto
Dr. Michael Sefton says that one
of the highlights of his career has
been “helping to create a new
field known as tissue engineering,
which at its most basic level is
taking cells and materials and
trying to combine them to make
novel medical devices.”
For more than 35 years, Dr.
Sefton has made innovative
contributions to the fields of
biomaterials, medical devices,
chemical engineering and
engineering education. His broad,

exceptional technical knowledge
spans chemical engineering,
polymer chemistry, molecular
biology, cell biology and medicine.
His insights, scholarship and
creativity are widely recognized in
Canada and internationally.
Dr. Sefton is a Fellow of the
Chemical Institute of Canada,
an International Fellow in
Biomaterials Science and
Engineering, and a Fellow of the
American Institute for Medical
and Biological Engineering

and the American Institute
of Chemical Engineers. In
1999, he received a Century of
Achievement Award from the
Canadian Society for Chemical
Engineering. He was elected
Fellow of the Royal Society
of Canada in 2005, and he
received the Killam Prize for
Engineering in 2008 and the
R.S. Jane Memorial Award of the
Canadian Society for Chemical
Engineering in 2012, all based on
his outstanding contributions
to the growing field of tissue
engineering and regenerative
medicine. He has also served as
president of the U.S. Society for
Biomaterials.

Dr. Sefton has contributed
to academic administration
leadership in his various roles
in chemical engineering at the
University of Toronto and as
the director of the Institute of
Biomaterials and Biomedical
Engineering.
He says he is proud of the
many students he has taught,
encouraged and mentored,
especially those who have gone
on to achieve success in their
own careers. His advice for young
people entering the field is
straightforward: “do what you’re
interested in, don’t be afraid of
breaking rules and don’t be afraid
of failure.”

The Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science

at Queen’s University

congratulates

experts
shaping
engineering

Bridging the skills gap with you
By the year 2020, Canada will be facing a skills gap in engineering of
between 80,000 to 120,000 engineering professionals. The market for
Ontario’s human capital is global. Finding the experienced engineers or
skilled technical workers who can impact your projects today, requires a
partner who knows the engineering labour market in Ontario and beyond.

Dr. Kent Novakowski on his 2013 Ontario Professional
Engineers Award for Engineering Excellence
Dr. Novakowski is a dynamic leader and expert in research in the areas of fluid
flow and contaminant migration in fractured rock. He has recently become
involved in a number of projects focused on understanding sustainable water
supply and regional groundwater flow in complex fractured rock environments.

Randstad Engineering helps connect leading professionals with valuable
contracts and exciting permanent roles. Our dedicated teams supply
businesses like yours with scalable human resource management solutions
and targeted recruitment for every field, from civil engineering or power
generations, to recruiting site super intendants and estimators.
Since 1975, Randstad Engineering has been connecting engineers to new
opportunities and making timely growth possible for Canadian businesses.
We can find talented people to fill any role, including;
Architects
Buyers
Civil/Municipal Engineers
Construction Project Managers
Electrical Engineers
Estimators
Instrumentation and Control
Engineers

Manufacturing Engineers
Mechanical Engineers
Planner and Schedulers
Project Service Specialists
Site Superintendents
Structural Engineers
Transportation Engineers

To learn more about how Randstad Engineering can help you, visit
randstad.me/engineerOSPE.
Follow us on:

Dr. Mark F. Green on his 2013 Ontario Professional Engineers
Award for Research and Development
Dr. Green’s cutting-edge work examines the materials which are used for
building structures like skyscrapers, houses and bridges. His recent collaborative
research projects on fire resistance have paved the way for innovation in
applications of fibre reinforced polymers (FRPs) in civil engineering.

The Faculty is honoured to be home to Green’s and Novakowski’s world-class
labs and the innovative research being done there.
Dr. Green’s and Dr. Novakowski’s work is a prime example of the groundbreaking research taking place at Queen’s today.
Queen’s is one of Canada’s leading research-intensive
universities—a place many of Canada’s most outstanding
researchers call home. From the humanities and social
sciences to the physical, natural, and applied sciences,
researchers across all disciplines have been recognized
with the nation’s highest research honours.
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excellence

2013 OPEA recipients embody the varied qualities
Stavros A. Argyropoulos
Ph.D., P.Eng., FCAE
Professor Emeritus, Department of
Materials Science and
Engineering, University of Toronto
ENGINEERING MEDAL –
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
For over 27 years at the University of Toronto, Dr. Argyropoulos has focused his research on
many aspects of the kinetics
and recovery of assimilation
of additions in liquid metals,
including steel, high carbon
iron, nickel, zinc, aluminum
and magnesium.
Dr. Argyropoulos has made
substantial and sustained contributions to the engineering
profession through his groundbreaking research accomplishments, including pioneering
the development of innovative
sensors to measure the magnitude and direction of velocities
in high-temperature liquid
metals. He has also contributed
to the profession through his
mentoring of young engineers,
more than 130 publications,
productive interactions with
industry and his broad range
of activities within technical
societies.
His work has been recognized
nationally and internationally.
Some of his awards include
the President’s Gold Medal
from the Canadian Institute of
Mining and Metallurgy and the
Charles W. Briggs award from
the Iron and Steel Society, U.S,
in 1984 and again in 1985 – the
first time in the history of this
award that the same individual
received it for two consecutive years. More recently, he
received the Canadian Metal
Chemistry Award in 2009, and
in 2010 he was inducted as a
Fellow of the Canadian Academy of Engineering.

Michael Branch
BASc, P.Eng.
President and CEO, Inovex Inc.
ENGINEERING MEDAL –
YOUNG ENGINEER AWARD
Michael Branch is president
and CEO of Inovex, a company he founded in 2003,
the year he graduated from
the University of Toronto
with a BASc in computer
engineering. Inovex develops
web and mobile software
applications, with a focus on
the health care, energy and
environmental sectors. This
past year, Inovex launched
its first software as a service
product, Maps BI, which
provides visual insight into
an organization’s geospatial
data. Maps BI won two Silver
Stevie® Awards for Best
New Software Product and
Best Software Design at the
2013 International Business
Awards.
Mr. Branch also gives back
to his alma mater and his
community. As an undergraduate at the U of T, he
was Vice President of the
Engineering Society. In 2007,
he joined the Engineering
Alumni Association, where
he currently serves as president. Mr. Branch is an active
member of Streetwise Actors,
an organization that allows
young people to participate
in creative drama and showcase their talents by performing in retirement homes and
long-term care facilities. He
has also served as a mentor
at DREAM – Futures Without
Borders, creating and leading
workshops for at-risk high
school students to help them
plan their career paths.

J. Carlos de Oliveira
MASc., P.Eng.
President and CEO, Cast Connex
Corporation

Charles Richard Donnelly
MASc, P.Eng.
Global Director, Water Power,
Hatch Ltd.

Mark F. Green
Ph.D, P.Eng.
Professor, Civil Engineering, Queen’s
University

ENGINEERING MEDAL –
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

ENGINEERING MEDAL –
ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE

ENGINEERING MEDAL –
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

In early 2007, Carlos de
Oliveira won the Heffernan/
Co-Steel Innovation Fellowship, awarded by the Faculty of
Applied Science and Engineering of the University of
Toronto. This was the stimulus
that Mr. de Oliveira needed to
create his own business, Cast
Connex Corporation (CCX).
He transformed his graduate thesis into a product that
is now used in construction
projects throughout North
America and is ultimately
benefiting society by making buildings safer, easier to
construct and more aesthetically pleasing. CCX’s products
are implemented in the design
and construction of countless
institutional and commercial
construction projects, and
the company is also involved
in a number of high-profile
projects including the new
World Trade Center development in New York and the
Transbay Transit Center in San
Francisco.
In less than six years, Mr. de
Oliveira has grown CCX into
an industry-leading building
products company that has
been described as one of the
most innovative in the steel
construction industry. Mr. de
Oliveira is also giving back,
with his company’s recent
donation of products to help
rebuild a trade school in Haiti
that was levelled during the
2010 earthquake.

In 1978, Rick Donnelly was
completing his MASc in geotechnical engineering when
he was recruited by Acres
International (now Hatch Ltd.).
Today, Mr. Donnelly is a globally recognized leader in dam
safety, independent engineer’s
assessments, geotechnical
assessments and project/
construction management for
water power facilities, dams
and underground structures.
Mr. Donnelly has worked
around the world developing expertise in hydroelectric
feasibility studies and fast-track
project management. His
specialties include designing
and constructing concrete and
embankment dams, tunnels
and underground structures.
In 1997, Mr. Donnelly won
an Award of Excellence from
Canadian Consulting Engineers
for the design and fast-track
construction of the Kénogami
Dam in Quebec, where he
developed the world’s first application of a central cementbentonite core for an embankment dam. In 2007, he won
another Award of Excellence
from Canadian Consulting Engineers for the fast-track design
and construction of Brookfield
Power’s Shikwamkwa replacement dam. Other awards
include Ontario’s highest
consulting engineering award
for Canada’s first dam decommissioning and several awards
for dam safety in Canada and
internationally. Mr. Donnelly
is also the author of nearly 100
technical papers.

Dr. Mark Green is known for his
extensive studies on the dynamics of bridge-vehicle interaction
and as a leader in applications of
fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP)
materials to concrete structures
and fire engineering. Through
his research, Dr. Green developed
and validated a new algorithm for
predicting the dynamic response
of highway bridges to heavy
vehicle loads. His technical paper
on bridge-vehicle dynamics has
received more than 80 citations
and is the third-most-cited paper
in the field. Dr. Green’s study of
strengthening concrete beams
and slabs with pre-stressed
carbon fibre-reinforced polymer
has resulted in an innovative and
practical system for rehabilitating these structures. Additionally,
his research on fire resistance is
widely identified as satisfying
one of the most pressing research
needs in applications of FRPs in
civil engineering.
Dr. Green is chair of the Canadian Society for Civil Engineering’s Technical Committee on
Advanced Composite Materials
and an active board member of
the Canada Network Association
on Intelligent Sensing for Innovative Structures. In addition to
his research and teaching, he is a
dedicated advocate of improving
access to education for Aboriginal
students in Canada. Dr. Green has
also recently initiated a major national training program, Sustainable Engineering in Remote Areas,
to prepare engineers to work in
remote or Aboriginal communities by teaching them about First
Nation approaches to engineering
and sustainability.

Welcome to the

Green
BuildinG
centre
Building information modeling (Bim) lab
Accelerate your design and
construction sector businesses
through applied Visualize
Research collaboration with
George Brown College.
Through real-world BIM projects,
leverage the expertise of our
faculty and student researchers in our state-of-the art,
3D and 4D immersive environment, featuring high
performance 3-Screen Viz System projection technologies.

the future is now. contact us at research@georgebrown.ca
With the support of the Government of Canada’s
Economic Action Plan through the Federal Economic
Development Agency for Southern Ontario.

georgebrown.ca/green

engineering.utoronto.ca
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of the profession’s best
Robert Francki
P.Eng.
Global Managing Director, Project
Delivery Group, Hatch Ltd.
ENGINEERING MEDAL –
MANAGEMENT
Robert Francki joined Hatch
following his graduation from
Queen’s University in mechanical engineering. Just a few years
later, at age 27, he was leading
Hatch’s Furnace Group in Mississauga. He eagerly pursued expansion of the small group, adding design engineers, thermal
analysts, refractory engineers,
process control specialists,
construction supervisors and
project managers. These efforts
were rewarded by his ability to
win projects around the world,
including the complete upgrade
and rebuild of Anglo Platinum’s
two flagship furnaces at the Waterval Smelter in South Africa.
Mr. Francki was eager and
willing to help build a broader
metallurgical business for
Hatch, particularly in smelters,
relocating to South Africa for
eight years as part of Hatch’s
first overseas expansion in 1995.
The complex integration of the
former engineering department
of Gencor in Johannesburg gave
him the opportunity to develop
and build international teams,
as well as the management
skills required to instil Hatch’s
culture of technical and project
delivery excellence.
These skills have served Mr.
Francki well in his subsequent
roles, including leading and
sponsoring projects, opening
new offices, leading a global
business unit and serving in his
current role of directing Hatch’s
Global Project Delivery Group.

Amir Khajepour
Ph.D., P.Eng.
Professor and Canada Research
Chair in Mechatronic Vehicle Systems, Mechanical and Mechatronics
Engineering, University of Waterloo
ENGINEERING MEDAL –
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
A key member of the automation and controls group in the
department of mechanical and
mechatronics engineering at
the University of Waterloo, Dr.
Khajepour has developed an
extensive research program that
applies his expertise in multidisciplinary areas including
mechatronic vehicle systems and
high-speed robotics. His research
has resulted in several patents,
technology transfers and over
300 journal and conference publications, as well as four books
and six book chapters.
The processes and technologies developed from his research
have been successfully translated
to industry applications. He
initiated a $16-million research
program in green intelligent
transportation systems in 2010
with financial support from
Ontario Research Fund, Automotive Partnership Canada and over
15 industry partners. Together
with his students, he developed
a new type of robot that uses
cables as main actuation modules, enabling the robots to be
lightweight, ultra-high-speed and
collision-safe in open environments where robots interact with
human operators. Dr. Khajepour
founded AEMK Systems to transfer this new robotic technology
into a commercial industrial
DeltaBot.
Dr. Khajepour has supervised
over 95 doctoral and master’s students, as well as 35 postdoctoral
fellows, visiting professors and
research engineers.

We shape a better world
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Kent Novakowski
PhD, LEL
Professor, Queen’s University
ENGINEERING MEDAL –
ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE
Dr. Kent Novakowski is a
professor and the head of civil
engineering at Queen’s University. He is also the director
of the Water Research Centre
at Queen’s and an expert in
hydrogeology and groundwater engineering, a multidisciplinary field that calls upon
many aspects of engineering
analysis and design.
Dr. Novakowski brings to
each problem his expertise in
careful experimental methodology, and he is rigorous in
his use of applied calculus to
develop practical tools for test
interpretation. His work spans
many areas, encompassing
groundwater flow and contaminant transport from the
discrete fracture scale to the
scale of fracture networks. He
has recently become involved
in collaborative research
projects that are focused on
understanding sustainable
water supply and regional
groundwater flow in complex
fractured rock environments.
Dr. Novakowski is dedicated
to mentoring the next generation of engineers, working
with numerous highly talented
graduate students, and his
work often involves collaborations with many leading consultants and industrial clients.

Anthony E. Pasteris
MBA, P.Eng.
Chairman and President, Minerva
Canada Safety Management Education Inc.

Jingxu (Jesse) Zhu
Ph.D., P.Eng., FCAE
Professor, Chemical and Biochemical Engineering, University of Western Ontario

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS
CITIZENSHIP AWARD

ENGINEERING MEDAL –
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The work undertaken by Anthony Pasteris as chairman and
president of Minerva Canada
Safety Management Education
has been critical to the development of safe and healthy
workplaces. Minerva Canada,
a not-for-profit organization
made up of volunteers from
industry, academia, government
and health and safety associations, promotes the integration
of occupational health and
safety into the curriculum of
Canadian university engineering
and business schools.
Mr. Pasteris co-leads the annual Minerva Canada Summer
Institute and Learning Forum
program, which raises the level
of health and safety awareness
of university and college professors and emphasizes the need
for increased safety training in
classrooms as a way of better
preparing graduates before
they enter the workforce. In his
work with Minerva, Mr. Pasteris
also oversees the development
of health and safety teaching
modules for engineering undergraduate students for use in
all universities. These modules
have been endorsed by the
National Council of Deans of Engineering and Applied Science.
He has also developed case
studies on health and safety,
oversees Minerva’s awards program for Canadian engineering
and business schools, and has
been instrumental in leading
fundraising initiatives on behalf
of the organization.

Dr. Jesse Zhu has made exceptional contributions to engineering, with an outstanding
and sustained research record
that has had significant international impact in the field of
fluidization and powder technology. He is a world expert
in particle technology and
fluidization systems. In addition to extensive fundamental
research, he has a special ability to apply research results to
industrial practice. Dr. Zhu’s
research has fostered several
technological advances in
fluidization and handling of
powders for industrial uses.
The significance of his innovative research and its contribution to chemical engineering
is evident in the more than 20
patents awarded to him.
Dr. Zhu has also been active
on committees, participating
in governance and contributing to peer reviews at the
local, provincial, national and
international levels. He has
organized and chaired many
national and international
conferences, including three
annual conferences for the
Canadian Society for Chemical Engineering over the past
20 years. He has received
many awards and honours,
including the R.S. Jane Memorial Award from the Canadian
Society for Chemical Engineering, and he is a Fellow
of the Chemical Institute of
Canada, Engineering Institute of Canada and Canadian
Academy of Engineering.
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Pan Am Games facilities designed for life
after the 2015 event
tre will enable the facility’s two
50-metre pools to be divided
for various uses by the community. Spaces that will be used as
media rooms during the Games
can easily be converted into
offices later on.
“One of the pools even has
a movable floor to bring a portion of the pool to whatever
depth you want,” says Mr. Fellen. “It’s a unique feature with
the flexibility to adapt to the
varying needs and skill levels of
the facility’s users.”
The ability to collaborate
with people from multiple disciplines is critical to the success
of these infrastructure projects,
says Hassan Ally, P.Eng., an associate principal in the Toronto
offices of the global firm Arup,
which is providing structural,
mechanical and electrical engineering services for the athletics centre at Toronto’s York
University, the velodrome in
Milton and the soccer stadium
in Hamilton.
By working closely right
from the start with architects,
contractors and subcontractors, Arup has been able to
introduce efficiencies in several
project areas, says Mr. Ally. For
instance, the decision to use
steel as the base structural material – as opposed to concrete
or a combination of concrete
and steel – was the result of
early-stage collaboration with
subcontractors, he says.
In addition, to help accelerate construction, Arup broke
down each project into a
higher-than-normal number of
construction packages.
“We’re very excited about
being able to build these facilities, not only to host the Games
but also to provide useful and
valuable spaces for communities over the long term,” says
Mr. Fellen. “That’s why we’re
very focused on people being
able to use the facilities to the
maximum, and engineers are a
big part of that.”

The Aquatics Centre and Field House is the largest investment in Canadian amateur sport history and the largest
facility being built for the Pan Am Games. supplied
hen audiences in
Canada and around the
world tune in to the Toronto 2015 Pan Am and Parapan
Am Games, they’ll be witnessing
more than the prowess of the
world’s top athletes. They’ll also
see the world-class skills and
ingenuity of Ontario engineers.
In what is being hailed as the
largest investment in athletic
facilities in Canada’s history, 25
venues for the Games are now
under construction or in development in various locations
across southern Ontario – from
Ajax in the east to Welland in
the west.
“We have 25 capital projects,
consisting of new builds and
renovations, costing roughly
$700-million,” says Jason Fellen, senior director of capital

projects for TO2015. “And that
figure does not include the
Athletes’ Village.”
These projects are far from
simple. In addition to meeting
the international requirements
of each sport and providing a
comfortable space for athletes
and spectators, the facilities
must also serve the recreational needs of their communities
long after the Games have
finished, says Mr. Fellen.
The CIBC Pan Am/Parapan
Am Aquatics Centre and Field
House at the University of
Toronto’s Scarborough campus
provides a good example of
how these goals are being met
through ingenious engineering
and design. Among its many
cutting-edge features, movable
bulkheads at the aquatics cen-

Fostering

“We’re very excited
about being able to build
these facilities, not only
to host the Games but
also to provide useful
and valuable spaces for
communities over the
long term.”
Jason Fellen
is senior director of capital projects
for TO2015

Profile
And the Oscar
goes to…
The connection between the
precise designs and technical drawings created by engineers and the jaw-dropping
visual effects in the latest
Hollywood blockbuster
might not be immediately
obvious.
Both, however, rely on
products developed by
Autodesk – the company
behind AutoCAD, the 3-D
design software that’s an
essential tool for today’s engineers as well as a suite of
software products relied on
by professionals throughout
the entertainment industry.
The company has had
record-breaking success in
the entertainment sector,
where its software is used in
animation, simulation, modelling and visual effects.
In 2013, all five of the
films nominated for Best
Visual Effects at the Academy Awards used Autodesk
products, as did all films
nominated for Best Animated Feature and six of the
nine films nominated for
Best Picture.
Based out of San Rafael,
California, Autodesk also
has offices in Toronto, Calgary, Ottawa and Montreal,
which is the headquarters
of the media and entertainment group.
The company places a
high priority on innovation. Many of its staff are
engineers, and in the 2013
fiscal year, Autodesk will
invest over US$500-million,
or 23 per cent of revenue,
in research and development. Now that’s worthy of
applause.
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Ryerson’s career-focused education prepares
forward-thinking engineers

Crossey Engineering Ltd.
a Toronto based, multi-disciplined
consulting engineering firm
offering mechanical, electrical,
commissioning, lighting, telecom,
compliance, sustainable design
and peer review services for
theatres and other institutional,
commercial and industrial facilities.

Ryerson University’s engineering programs focus on solving problems and
designing ingenious solutions for real-world issues. Through partnerships
with companies and organizations like Hydro One, Bombardier Aerospace
and St. Michael’s Hospital, students put classroom theory into practice.
The result is students win design prizes and develop new technologies
before they even graduate. And when they do, they make their marks:
Ryerson engineering graduates are in high demand with the vast majority
gaining employment in their fields within six months of graduation.

www.cel.ca
www.cel-international-inc.com
www.consullux.com
www.vscgroup.ca
www.celgruen.ca
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Engineering Programs
Aerospace Engineering
(BEng, MASc, MEng, PhD)
Biomedical Engineering (BEng)
Chemical Engineering Co-op (BEng)
Chemical Engineering (MASc, MEng,
PhD)
Civil Engineering (BEng, MASc,
MEng, PhD)
Computer Engineering (BEng)

Computer Networks (MASc, MEng)
Electrical Engineering (BEng)
Electrical and Computer
Engineering (MASc, MEng, PhD)
Industrial Engineering (BEng)
Mechanical Engineering (BEng)
Mechanical and Industrial
Engineering (MASc, MEng, PhD)

TAKE YOUR ENGINEERING
CAREER TO BLOCKBUSTER
HEIGHTS WITH IMAX®
IMAX is not your everyday cinematic experience,
so it’s not surprising that engineering careers
at IMAX go beyond the ordinary.
®

®

IMAX develops cutting-edge innovations that push
the boundaries of immersive entertainment experiences.
Are you ready to be challenged?

Ready to embark on a great engineering career?
Visit www.ryerson.ca/feas.
The Faculty of Engineering and Architectural Science congratulates all of
the 2013 recipients of the Ontario Professional Engineers Awards.
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ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT
IMAX is a registered trademark of IMAX Corporation.

Faculty of Engineering
and Architectural Science

EXPLORE ENGINEERING CAREERS WITH IMAX ® TODAY.
VISIT IMAXCAREERS.SILKROAD.COM

